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ABSTRACT
Summary: R/DWD is an extensible package for classification. It is
built based on a recently developed powerful classification method
called distance weighted discrimination (DWD). DWD is related to,
and has been shown to be superior to, the support vector machine
in situations that are fundamental to bioinformatics, such as very
high dimensional data. DWD has proven to be very useful for
several fundamental bioinformatics tasks, including classification,
data visualization and removal of biases, such as batch effects.
Earlier DWD implementations, however, relied on Matlab, which is
not free and requires a license. The major contribution of the R/DWD
package is an implementation that is completely in R and thus
can be used without any requirements for licensing or software
purchase. In addition, R/DWD also provides efficient solvers for
second-order-cone-programming and quadratic programming.
Availability and implementation: The package is freely available
from cran.r-project.org.
Contact: hanwen.huang@uth.tmc.edu; Perry_Haaland@bd.com
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at
Bioinformatics online.
Received on January 3, 2012; revised on February 15, 2012;
accepted on February 17, 2012
1 INTRODUCTION
Classification plays an important role in the analysis of
bioinformatics data and, as a result, has a significant impact on
a broad array of applications. The new freely available package
R/DWD (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/DWD/index.html)
provides a powerful classification tool for analyzing high
dimensional data. It has been shown (both through intuitive
explanation and improved classification error rates) to perform
better than the popular support vector machine (SVM) method in
high dimensional situations (Marron et al., 2007). SVM is a well-
known classification technique and has achieved great success in
bioinformatics applications (see Byvatov and Schmeider 2003 for
a review). However, as shown in Figure 1(a), SVM suffers from
the data piling problem which leads to suboptimal performance
in high dimension, low sample size (HDLSS) contexts. This is
increasingly relevant as HDLSS problems continue to become
more and more common in bioinformatics contexts. Examples
include many types of genetic data (such as microarrays, next gen
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Fig. 1. Superior performance of DWD over SVM in a HDLSS setting.
Horizontal axis shows projections, vertical axes are jitter heights, and density.
Data piling appears in SVM (a) but not in DWD (b). The angles from the
signal direction also indicate that DWD performs better than SVM.
sequencing and many more), medical image analysis (Macenko
et al., 2009) and chemometrics. HDLSS data pose a great
challenge to many classical statistical multivariate analysis methods.
Distance weighted discrimination (DWD) is a recently developed
classification method (Marron et al., 2007), which was originally
motivated by HDLSS problems but can be applied in many other
cases as well. One of the big advantages of DWD over SVM is that it
can overcome the data piling problem in high dimensional situations
as illustrated in Figure 1b. More discussion about data piling can
be found in the Supplementary Material which also includes the
classification performance of DWD in comparison with SVM for
various real data sets.
A simulated toy example is given in Figure 1 with dimension
d =200, n+ =50 data vectors from Class +1 (black plus signs), and
n− =50 data vectors from Class −1 (grey circles). The data were
drawn from two distributions that are each standard normal but the
mean in the first dimension is shifted to +3 (−3) for Class +1 (−1).
The horizontal coordinates represent the projection of the data points
onto the SVM and DWD directions. To avoid overplotting of the
data points, we use Tukey’s jitter plot approach, where one adds a
random vertical component to each point. Also included is a smooth
histogram for each class, where the vertical axis shows density per
unit length. The plot in Figure 1a shows clear piling up of the data
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R/DWD
at the margin (the interior points where data from both classes tend
to accumulate) which indicates that the SVM is affected by spurious
properties of this particular realization of the training data. The plot
in Figure 1b shows no ‘data piling’.
One of the important applications of DWD in bioinformatics is
the adjustment of systematic biases that are present within many
types of data. For example, the primary goal of a microarray
study is to extract useful information about gene expression and
provide insight into biological effects. However, non-biological
experimental variation such as batch effects are commonly observed
in microarray experiments due to different experimental conditions.
Therefore, it is important to identify and adjust for batch
effects prior to microarray data analysis. The DWD classification
method has been shown to provide effective batch adjustment for
microarray data by (Benito et al., 2004). A web implementation for
systematic bias adjustment using DWD can be found at the caBIG
website https://cabig.nci.nih.gov/tools/DWD. Deeper insights into
the effectiveness of DWD relative to competitors, in terms of
unknown, unbalanced subtypes was provided by (Liu et al., 2009).
An interesting example, showing both the impact of DWD as a
bias adjustment tool, and also as a visualization method is shown
in Figure SD in the Supplementary Material. That studies the well
known NCI 60 Affymetrics and cDNA microarray data, which
were once considered to be impossible to normalize (Kuo et al.,
2002). The figure shows that DWD did indeed solve that problem.
Furthermore, DWD provides a special viewpoint allowing very clear
visual separation of all eight important cancer classes in the data.
The original DWD package was written in Matlab which is
not a free software package. To make it much more accessible
to bioinformatics researchers, we have now developed an R
version of DWD. R/DWD is based on the existing Matlab version
(http://www.unc.edu/∼marron/marron_software.html), but includes
some additional features such as a multiclass version. For the
convenience of users who are familiar with using SVM in R, the
main classification functions and arguments in R/DWD are formatted
in a similar way to the ones used by the corresponding SVM
functions in the kernlab package. To help users of this software,
some examples to illustrate the coding are provided.
2 FEATURES
Both SVM and DWD are margin-based classification methods in
the sense that they build the classifier through finding a decision
boundary to separate the classes (Liu et al., 2011). DWD uses
a different criterion from SVM. It seeks to achieve the goal by
minimizing the average inverse distance rather than maximizing
the minimum distance among the classes. More detailed description
about SVM and DWD can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Similar to the ksvm function from kernlab, which has been
widely used in SVM analysis, we developed a function called kdwd
in this package for doing DWD analysis.
The implementation of DWD is more challenging than the
implementation of SVM because it requires solving an optimization
problem called second-order-cone-programming (SOCP), see
(Marron et al., 2007) for a detailed description of the SOCP
implementation of DWD, and see (Alizadeh and Goldfarb, 2003) for
an introduction to SOCP. The DWD Matlab version employed a very
efficient SOCP solver from the SDPT3 (semidefinite-quadratic-
linear programming) package (Toh et al., 1999). Central to R/DWD
is the SOCP solver which was implemented using exactly the same
algorithm as the one used by the corresponding Matlab version.
The optimization problem that underlies SVM is called quadratic
programming (QP). An efficient R/QP solver based on the SOCP
is also included in this package which provides a useful tool for
those users who want to make their own modifications of the SVM
method.
Every DWD analysis requires two elements from a dataset: (i)
a matrix of predictors, which should be in the form of an n×d
matrix, where n represents the number of samples and d represents
the dimension; and (ii) a response vector of length n with each
element corresponding to one sample. The basic output from kdwd
is an object of class kdwd, which is very similar to the object of class
ksvm. Showing objects of class kdwd will print details on the results
for all classifiers included in the model.
To illustrate the use of R/DWD, an example with the famous
iris data is shown. First create the training and test sets
> data(iris); n=nrow(iris); index=sample(1:n)
> train=iris[index[1:floor(2*n/3)],]
> test=iris[index[((2*ceiling(n/3))+1):n],]
Then train the classifier using the training set
> irisfit=kdwd(Species∼.,data=train)
The predicted classes for the test data result from
> predict(irisfit,test)
3 DISCUSSION
The main purposes of R/DWD are classification, data adjustment
and visualization, which are all very important in bioinformatics
fields. A variety of additional features are planned for future R/DWD
releases. Only the linear discrimination method is considered in
the current version. Future plans include incorporating some kernel
tricks into the DWD method such that it can be used to solve more
general non-linear problems.
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